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Abstract
The ADHM constraints which implicitly specify instanton gauge field configurations are
solved for the explicit general form of instantons with topological charge two and gauge
group U(N).
Instantons have proved to be an important phenomenon in Yang-Mills field theory ever
since their discovery [1]. In recent years their use in supersymmetric gauge theories
has been considerable. The method for constructing instantons of any given topological
charge and for any gauge symmetry was established by Atiyah, Drinfeld, Hitchin and
Manin (ADHM) [2]. The ADHM construction of instantons uses techniques from alge-
braic geometry and the observation by Ward [3] that gauge fields can be considered as
bundles (via a twistor space construction; see also [4, 5]). The ADHM method provides
the most general instanton field configurations with the required topological charge. In-
stantons of higher topological charge represent gauge fields with finite Yang-Mills action
which possess increasingly non-trivial topology. However, the equations defining such a
configuration contain an amount of redundancy which it is necessary to remove if the
instanton configuration so constructed is to be used as a classical solution around which
quantum fluctuations occur in the semi-classical approximation method for quantum field
theories. The equations resulting from the ADHM construction only implicitly define the
instanton configuration, and are referred to as the ADHM constraints. In this Letter we
solve the ADHM constraints for topological charge of two units and gauge group U(N),
for any value of N greater than or equal to two. This constitutes the first exact and
explicit general multi-instanton configuration found for the gauge group U(N).
We begin with a brief exposition of the ADHM construction for the gauge group U(N),
closely following the formalism developed in [6]. Unlike the formalism of [6], we shall work
in Euclidean space as is conventional for instantons. For the explicit parameterisation
of the ADHM matrix a, which when in canonical form contains the ‘ADHM data’ from
which the instanton gauge field can be constructed, we follow the formalism of [7]. The
gauge field Am(x) is an N×N anti-Hermitian matrix of complex elements, and the gauge
field strength is given by Fmn = ∂mAn− ∂nAm+ [Am, An], in which (as elsewhere) we set
the coupling to be g = 1. (Anti-Hermicity of Am is implemented via Am → iAm.) The
ADHM construction gives the general solution to the self-dual (anti-self-dual) Yang-Mills
field equations:
Fmn = ±
1
2
ǫmnklF
kl = ±F˜mn, (1)
such that the Yang-Mills action assumes the form
k = −
1
16π2
∫
d4x trN(FmnF˜mn), (2)
where k ∈ Z is the topological charge, variously known also as the winding number,
Pontryagin index, second Chern class, and trN denotes the trace over the gauge group
indices. The topological invariant k measures the non-triviality of the topology associated
with the mapping which the gauge field Am represents from the field space to the real
numbers. As in [6], in our notation an over-bar indicates Hermitian conjugation for matrix
quantities, and complex conjugation for scalars quantities. In the ADHM construction
for U(N), one begins with an (N + 2k) × 2k complex matrix ∆[N+2k]×[2k] (where the
1
subscript notation, introduced in [6] indicates the size of the rows and columns of the
matrix), which is defined to be linear in the space-time co-ordinate x:
∆(x) ≡ ∆[N+2k]×[2k](x) = a[N+2k]×[k]×[2] + b[N+2k]×[k]×[2]x[2]×[2]. (3)
The index [2k] has been decomposed as the direct product of indices [k]× [2] in order to
exhibit the contraction of indices in matrix multiplication: (AB)[a]×[c] = A[a]×[b]B[b]×[c].
The matrices a and b are complex-valued constant matrices which contain the ADHM
data describing the instanton, and comprise an overcomplete set of k-instanton collective
co-ordinates. Here x is represented as a quaternion:
x[2]×[2] = xαα˙ = xmσ
m
αα˙, (4)
where σmαα˙ are the Euclidean sigma matrices: σ
m = (iτa, 1[2]×[2])αα˙, with Hermitian con-
jugate σ¯m = (−iτa, 1[2]×[2])
αα˙, and τa are the standard Pauli matrices (a = 1, 2, 3). We
can write the quaternionic space-time co-ordinate more explicitly as:
xαα˙ = xmσ
m
αα˙ =
(
x4 + ix3 x2 + ix1
−x2 + ix1 x4 − ix3
)
=
(
z1 z2
−z¯2 z¯1
)
, (5)
where we have introduced the complex valued co-ordinates z1 and z2 for later convenience.
The nullspace of the Hermitian conjugate matrix ∆¯(x), which is N -dimensional, has basis
vectors which can be contained in an (N + 2k) × N -dimensional complex matrix U(x),
where:
∆¯[2k]×[N+2k]U[N+2k]×[N ] = U¯[N ]×[N+2k]∆[N+2k]×[2k] = 0. (6)
The matrix U(x) is orthonormalized to the N ×N unit matrix:
U¯[N ]×[N+2k]U[N+2k]×[N ] = 1[N ]×[N ]. (7)
The classical (instanton) gauge field Am(x) can be constructed from the matrix U(x).
When the topological charge is zero (k = 0), the gauge field is given by a gauge transfor-
mation of the vacuum (“pure gauge”):
Am[N ]×[N ] = U¯[N ]×[N+2k]∂mU[N+2k]×[N ], (8)
which automatically satisfies the self-duality equation (Eq. (1)). In the ADHM construc-
tion, the condition Eq. (8) is taken to give a solution to the self-duality equation for all
non-zero values of k. This ansatz implies the following factorization condition:
∆¯[2]×[k]×[N+2k]∆[N+2k]×[k]×[2] = 1[2]×[2]f
−1
[k]×[k], (9)
where f(x) is an arbitrary x-dependent k × k-dimensional Hermitian matrix. When
combined with the nullspace condition in Eq. (6), Eq. (9) then implies the completeness
relation:
∆[N+2k]×[k]×[2]f[k]×[k]∆¯[2]×[k]×[N+2k] = 1[N+2k]×[N+2k] − U[N+2k]×[N ]U¯[N ]×[N+2k]. (10)
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Using Eqs. (8,9,10) with integration by parts, and using the short-hand notationX[mYn] =
XmYn −XnYm, the field strength can then be expressed as:
Fmn ≡ ∂[mAn] + A[mAn] = ∂[m(U¯∂n]U) + (U¯∂[mU)(U¯∂n]U) = ∂[mU¯(1− UU¯)∂n]U
= ∂[mU¯∆f∆¯∂n]U = U¯∂[m∆f∂n]∆¯U = U¯bσ[mσ¯n]f b¯U = 4U¯bσmnf b¯U, (11)
where σmn is the numerical tensor defined by σmn =
1
4
σ[mσ¯n], which is self-dual, and
σ¯mn =
1
4
σ¯[mσn], which is anti-self-dual. Due to these properties of σmn, the field strength
Fmn is self-dual or anti-self-dual. We will focus on self-dual instantons.
The classical (instanton) gauge field so constructed has gauge group U(N). To specify the
classical SU(N) instanton gauge field, one can perform a gauge transformation U → Ug1,
where g1 ∈ U(1). Continuing with the formalism of [6], we assign the following indices to
the objects constituting the ADHM data (the matrices U , ∆, a, b and f , which involve
the matrices σ and x):
Instanton number indices [k] : 1 ≤ i, j, l · · · ≤ k
Gauge group indices [N ] : 1 ≤ u, v · · · ≤ N
ADHM indices [N + 2k] : 1 ≤ λ, µ · · · ≤ N + 2k
Quaternionic (Weyl) indices [2] : α, β, α˙, β˙ · · · = 1, 2
Lorentz indices [4] : m,n · · · = 1, 2, 3, 4.
No extra notation is required for the 2k-dimensional column index attached to ∆, a and
b, since it can be factored as [2k] = [k] × [2] = jβ˙, etc. In these conventions Eq. (3)
defining ∆(x) becomes:
∆λ iα˙(x) = aλ iα˙ + b
β
λ i xβα˙ , ∆¯
α˙λ
i (x) = a¯
α˙λ
i + x¯
α˙α b¯λαi, (12)
and the factorization condition Eq. (9) is
∆¯β˙λj ∆λ iα˙ = δ
β˙
α˙ (f
−1)ij. (13)
The definition of ∆(x) and the factorization condition imply the following conditions on
a and b:
a¯α˙λi aλjβ˙ = (a¯a)ijδ
α˙
β˙
∝ δα˙
β˙
(14)
a¯α˙λi b
β
λj = b¯
βλ
i a
α˙
λj (15)
b¯λαi b
β
λj = (b¯b)ijδ
β
α ∝ δ
β
α. (16)
Together, Eqs. (14,15,16) constitute the ADHM constraints in their original form. The
matrices a and b contain the collective co-ordinates of the k-instanton gauge field con-
figuration, and the number of these collective co-ordinates increases as k2. However, the
number of physical collective co-ordinates required to describe the U(N) k-instanton is
4Nk, including global gauge rotations of the gauge field [8]. Hence the matrices a and
3
b together form an overcomplete set of collective co-ordinates. Some of the redundancy
contained in a and b can be removed via the following x-independent transformations
under which the ADHM construction is invariant:
∆[N+2k]×[k]×[2] → Λ[N+2k]×[N+2k]∆[N+2k]×[k]×[2]B
−1
[k]×[k],
U[N+2k]×[N ] → Λ[N+2k]×[N+2k]U[N+2k]×[N ], (17)
f[k]×[k] → B[k]×[k]f[k]×[k]B
†
[k]×[k],
where Λ ∈ U(N+2k) and B ∈ GL(k,C). There are also the usual space-time symmetries
associated with the ADHM construction. Furthermore, the columns of the matrix ∆(x)
must remain linearly independent in order to avoid singularities in the integrand in Eq. (2)
[7]. One can use the symmetries in Eq. (17) to bring the representation of a and b to the
canonical form [7] by removing the degrees of freedom from the matrix b:
a[N+2k]×[2k] =
(
u[N ]×[2k]
a′[2k]×[2k]
)
, b[N+2k]×[2k] =
(
0[N ]×[2k]
1[2k]×[2k]
)
. (18)
The sub-matrix elements a′ ≡ (a′αα˙)ij are also represented using a quaternionic basis:
(a′αα˙)ij = (a
′
n)ijσnαα˙, (a¯
′αα˙)ij = (a
′
n)ij σ¯
αα˙
n , (19)
whilst the sub-matrix u is a complex-valued matrix (which can also be represented as
a quaternion). In addition to invariance under the transformations in Eq. (17) there
exists an auxiliary, or residual, symmetry arising from the symmetry of the ADHM
construction in Eq. (17): the canonical form of b given in Eq. (18) is invariant under
global U(k) ∈ U(N + 2k)×GL(k,C) rotations, which act upon ∆[N+2k]×[2k] as
∆[N+2k]×[2k] →
(
1[N ]×[N ] 0[2k]×[N ]
0[N ]×[2k] Λ¯[2k]×[2k]
)
∆[N+2k]×[2k]Λ[2k]×[2k], (20)
where Λ[2k]×[2k] = Ω[k]×[k]1[2]×[2] and Ω[k]×[k] ∈ U(k). This auxiliary U(k) symmetry can
be employed to simplify the final form of solutions of the ADHM constraints. With a
and b in the canonical form, the ADHM constraint Eq. (16) is automatically satisfied,
and the other two constraints give:
tr2(τ
aα˙
β˙
a¯β˙aα˙) = 0, (21)
(a′n)
†
ij = (a
′
n)ij. (22)
The three Pauli matrices τa have been used to contract the product (a¯a), (tr2 denotes
the trace over quaternionic (Weyl) indices), so that the above constraint Eq. (21) gives
three distinct equations. It is at this point that we now transfer to the formalism used
by Corrigan et al. in [7] for a simple parameterisation of the ADHM matrix a. Since
we are dealing with instantons in U(N), we point out that it is not necessary to use
4
quaternions to derive the ADHM constraints in this case; complex-valued matrices can
be used instead. For our purposes, we now revert to using complex-valued matrices. In
doing this, we have the following ‘dictionary’ for translating the above formalism of [6]
to that of [7]:
a[N+2k]×[2k] =
(
u[N ]×[2k]
a′[2k]×[2k]
)
=

 u1[N ]×[k] u2[N ]×[k](a′4 + ia′3)[k]×[k] (a′2 + ia′1)[k]×[k]
(−a′2 + ia
′
1)[k]×[k] (a
′
4 − ia
′
3)[k]×[k]


≡

 u1[N ]×[k] u2[N ]×[k]r11[k]×[k] r12[k]×[k]
−r¯12[k]×[k] r¯11[k]×[k]

 , (23)
where we have introduced the complex-valued matrices u1, u2, r11 and r12. The canonical
form of b in Eq. (18) remains unchanged. We label the elements of uα as uα,uv, using the
same index assignments given above and use the same index placement for the elements
uα,uv upon complex conjugation (e.g. for u1,11, we have u
∗
1,11 ≡ u¯11,1) as in [6]. After
specialising to k = 2, we will deal with the elements of the sub-matrices r11 and r12
explicitly. The formalism [7] now employed simplifies the form of the sub-matrix a′, and
consequently the form of the ADHM constraints, as now a′ involves only two complex-
valued matrices (r11 and r12), instead of four Hermitian matrices (that is, the matrices
(a′n)ij) in the previous formulation [6].
The U(N) k-instanton ADHM constraints can be expressed in terms of the complex-
valued matrices r11, r12, u1 and u2 as:
u¯1u2 + r¯11r12 − r12r¯11 = 0, (24)
u¯1u1 − u¯2u2 + r¯11r11 − r11r¯11 + r12r¯12 − r¯12r12 = 0. (25)
The first constraint, Eq. (24), and second constraint, Eq. (25), respectively, are often
referred to as the ‘complex ADHM constraint,’ and the ‘real ADHM constraint.’ For
k ≥ 2, however, both of these matrix equations will contain real and complex elements.
Note that there is no analogue of the ADHM constraint Eq. (22) in this formulation; this
is because both the real and the complex parts of the sub-matrix a′ are contained in r11
and r12. Consequently, the only remaining constraints, Eq. (21), give the fundamental
U(N) k-instanton ADHM constraints Eqs. (24,25), and Eq. (22) is a remnant of formalism
from [6].
We can now count the number of real independent parameters which solutions of the
ADHM constraints shall possess. The ADHM matrix a, in the form given in Eq. (23)
contains 4Nk + 4k2 real parameters. The ADHM constraints in the formalism of [7],
Eqs. (25), then place 3k2 real conditions on the elements of a. The auxiliary U(k)
symmetry removes a further k2 real parameters, giving a total of:
4Nk + 4k2 − 3k2 − k2 = 4Nk, (26)
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which includes the global gauge rotations implemented by the auxiliary U(k) symmetry.
To obtain a solution with purely physical degrees of freedom, that is, only the true
collective co-ordinates required to specify the position, size and iso-orientation (in group
space) of the k-instanton, the global gauge rotations are removed, leaving the number
of independent physical parameters as 4Nk − N2 + 1 for k ≥ 1
2
N , and 4k2 + 1 for
k ≤ 1
2
N [7, 8]. For the purposes of using ADHM instanton configurations in instanton
calculus, however, the global gauge rotations must be included, since they appear in the
k-instanton measure and are to be integrated over [14, 15]. The ADHM constraints are
both bilinear and quadratic in the elements of the sub-matrices {u1, u2, r11, r12}, and also
couple these elements to each other. As the topological charge k increases, the number of
elements in these sub-matrices increases, and the complexity of the constraints increase.
Essentially, the ADHM constraints present the problem of constrained, coupled, non-
linear simultaneous algebraic equations in complex or quaternionic variables, or more
generally, in matrix variables.
The ADHM constraints contain a great deal of complexity, which the appearance of
Eqs. (24,25) does not make immediately apparent. An indication of this complexity is
that, since the inception of the ADHM construction [2], there have only been a small
number of exact three-instanton configurations found, [9, 10] amongst them, all of which
are for the gauge group Sp(1) ≃ SU(2) and have twenty-one parameters. No exact com-
pletely general instanton configurations of topological charge equal to or higher than three
have been determined, although methods for obtaining Sp(1) ≃ SU(2) four-instanton
configurations have been proposed [10, 11]. Pioneering k-instanton configurations have
been found, for example in [13], but these do not constitute general solutions of the
ADHM constraints due to the number of parameters which describe them. An SU(N)
k-instanton configuration with N = 2k has been constructed within the ADHM method
[12], but again this is a special (though exact) solution of the ADHM constraints.
With the aim of determining the most general solution of these constraints for k = 2,
which will have 8N real independent parameters, we firstly need to find a solution with
8N+4 real parameters. This then allows one to rotate out the U(2) symmetry, effectively
eliminating four real parameters in the 8N +4-parameter solution. To simplify notation,
we define the following quantities in terms of the ADHM data present in the matrix a:
u¯1u2 =
N∑
n=1
(
u¯n1,1u2,n1 u¯n1,1u2,n2
u¯n2,1u2,n1 u¯n2,1u2,n2
)
≡
(
Ux Uy
Uz Ut
)
, (27)
u¯1u1 − u¯2u2 =
N∑
n=1
(
|u1,n1|2 − |u2,n1|2 u¯n1,1u1,n2 − u¯n1,2u2,n2
un1,1u¯1,n2 − un1,2u¯2,n2 |u1,n2|
2 − |u2,n2|
2
)
≡
(
U1 U2
U¯2 U4
)
.
(28)
Note that the sums in Eqs. (27,28) run from 1 toN ; although the number N in these sums
is related to the rank of the gauge group U(N), the construction of ADHM instanton
6
configurations breaks down for N = 1, as is to be expected given that (commutative)
ADHM instantons are a phenomenon of non-Abelian gauge theories. We now make a
change of variables which affects only the diagonal elements of the matrices r11 and r12,
such that:
r11 =
(
a+ 1
2
x0 b
c a− 1
2
x0
)
, (29)
r12 =
(
α + 1
2
x1 β
γ α− 1
2
x1
)
, (30)
where {x0, x1, a, b, c, α, β, γ} ∈ C. This is to make the physical interpretation of the U(N)
k = 2 ADHM instanton configurations more transparent, and to simplify calculations
involving the elements of r11 and r12. Our main result is the solution of the U(N) k = 2
ADHM constraints with 8N + 4 real parameters, which is:
r11 =

 a+
1
2
x0
x0[P¯ u− P ]
|x|2|x1|
2(|u|2 − 1)
− U¯zx¯1
U¯y
x¯1
− x0U¯x
U¯z
−
x0u¯[P¯ u− P ]
|x|2|x1|
2(|u|2 − 1)
a− 1
2
x0

 , (31)
r12 =

 α +
1
2
x1 −
x1U¯x
Uz
−
x1u[P u¯− P¯ ]
|x|2|x1|
2(|u|2 − 1)
x1[P u¯− P¯ ]
|x|2|x1|
2(|u|2 − 1)
α− 1
2
x1

 , (32)
where
P ≡ x¯0x1U¯z + x0x¯1Uy − |x1|
2U2 − |x|
2|x1|
2Ux
Uy
,
u ≡
Uy
Uz
, (33)
|x|2 = |x0|
2 − |x1|
2,
and includes the following conditions which also arise from the constraints (Eqs. (24,25)),
which when taken together with Eqs. (31,32) constitute the general solution of the U(N)
k = 2 ADHM constraints:
Ux = −Ut, (34)
U1 = −U4 = |b|
2 − |c|2 + |γ|2 − |β|2, (35)
Equation (34) and the first equality in Eq. (35) can be obtained from taking the trace
over the instanton number index of the ADHM constraints (Eqs. (24,25)); the second
equality in Eq. (35) occurs in the second ADHM constraint, Eq. (25). There remains the
aforementioned U(k) auxiliary symmetry in the solution in Eqs. (31–35), the removal of
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which will reduce the number of real, independent physical parameters to 8N . The U(k)
symmetry of Eq. (20) acts as follows on the sub-matrices of a:(
u1 u2
)
→
(
u1Ω u2Ω
)
, (36)(
r11 r12
−r¯12 r¯11
)
→ Ω†
(
r11 r12
−r¯12 r¯11
)
Ω, (37)
where Ω ∈ U(2) for topological charge k = 2. In the Appendix we provide the details of
a particular transformation Ω which can be used to set Ux = 0 and u1,11 = 0 (indeed any
other element of u1 or u2 could be set to zero). We adopt this usage of the U(2) auxiliary
symmetry hereon. We note that any other solutions of the ADHM constraints for gauge
group U(N) and k = 2 possessing 8N +4 real parameters will be equivalent to the above
solution in Eqs. (31–35) upon acting on it with the auxiliary U(2) symmetry, since the
instanton moduli space for k = 2 is connected [5].
Using the U(2) transformation permits one to construct the U(N) k = 2 ADHM instanton
which has a definite physical interpretation. The form of the 8N -parameter solution,
following on from the 8N + 4-parameter solution Eqs. (31–35) is then:
r11 =

 a+
1
2
x0
x0[R¯u− R]
|x|2|x1|
2(|u|2 − 1)
− U¯zx¯1
U¯y
x¯1
−
x0u¯[R¯u− R]
|x|2|x1|
2(|u|2 − 1)
a− 1
2
x0

 , (38)
r12 =

 α +
1
2
x1 −
x1u[Ru¯− R¯]
|x|2|x1|
2(|u|2 − 1)
x1[Ru¯− R¯]
|x|2|x1|
2(|u|2 − 1)
α− 1
2
x1

 , (39)
where R is the function
R ≡ x¯0x1U¯z + x0x¯1Uy − |x1|
2U2, (40)
and the conditions Eq. (34,35) (with Ux = 0 and u1,11 = 0) complete the specification
of the 8N -parameter U(N) k = 2 ADHM instanton solution. For the case N = 2, the
explicit two-instanton configuration can assume a particularly simple form. Continuing
with our choice of U(2) symmetry used as Ux = 0 and u1,11 = 0, for the U(2) two-instanton
one has:
Ux = u¯1,21u2,21 = 0, (41)
Uy = u¯1,21u2,22, (42)
Uz = u¯1,12u2,11 + u¯1,22u2,21, (43)
Ut = u¯1,12u2,12 + u¯1,22u2,22, (44)
and if further one takes u1,21 = 0, then Uy = 0, Uz and Ut remain unmodified, and
U2 = −(u¯2,11u2,12 + u¯2,21u2,22), (45)
U1 = −|u2,11|
2 − |u2,21|
2. (46)
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With these choices, any off-diagonal elements proportional to Uy then vanish, and the
matrices r11 and r12 in Eqs. (38,39) for N = 2 simplify to:
r11 =
(
a+ 1
2
x0
1
|x|2|x1|
2 [x1|x0|
2U¯z − x0|x1|2U2]
0 a− 1
2
x0
)
, (47)
r12 =
(
α + 1
2
x1 0
1
|x|2|x1|
2 [x0|x0|
2Uz − x1|x1|2U¯2] α−
1
2
x1
)
, (48)
Using Eqs. (42–46) and the choice u1,21 = 0, one can choose to eliminate u1,12 via the
relation Ux = −Ut = 0, (Eq. (34)), making Uz proportional to u¯1,22. The modulus of
u1,22 can thus be eliminated via U1 = −U4, (Eq. (35)), and the remaining constraint,
the second equality in Eq. (35), enables one to eliminate the imaginary part of u1,22
through a quadratic relation in this quantity. A similar procedure has been performed
for N = 3, in which the constraint Eq. (35) becomes more involved, but other choices
of elements within u1 and u2 to eliminate could be chosen to simplify this. The number
of independent real parameters remaining in the solution is then sixteen (eight from
{u2,11, u2,12, u2,21, u2,22} and eight from {a, α, x0, x1}), which agrees with the general result
of 8N = 16 real parameters from the parameter counting in Eq. (26). Hence, upon
fixing the auxiliary U(2) symmetry, the above ADHM data for the U(2) two-instanton
configuration represents the unique sixteen parameter solution of the ADHM constraints
for the gauge group U(2) and topological charge k = 2. We note that physical quantities
constructed from the SU(2) two-instanton configuration, which can be obtained from
the U(2) two-instanton configuration given above, will be equivalent to those constructed
from the Sp(1) two-instanton [9] due to the isomorphism SU(2) ≃ Sp(1).
In the case of gauge group U(N), with N > 1, the following indentification of physical
parameters in this solution can be made. The instanton centre of mass co-ordinates
(translational co-ordinates) are given by a and α, which are proportional to xm and can
thus be set to zero. The relative instanton positions are then taken to be x0 and x1.
The scale sizes can be expressed using the definition given for the U(N) k-instanton scale
sizes in [17] as:
ρ21 =
1
2
U4 −
1
2
N∑
n=1
|u2,n2|
2 = 1
2
N∑
n=1
(|u1,n1|
2 − |u2,n1|
2), (49)
ρ22 =
1
2
U1 −
1
2
N∑
n=1
|u2,n1|
2 = 1
2
N∑
n=1
(|u1,n2|
2 − |u2,n2|
2). (50)
The global gauge orientations (which will include iso-orientations for any chosen N) are
given by the remaining parameters contained within the sub-matrices u1 and u2, as they
serve to rotate the two-instanton solution in the group space of U(N); through these
sub-matrices any U(N) two-instanton can be specified, and no embedding is necessary
at this stage. Thus, for the U(2) solution given above, the relative instanton separations
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are {x0, x1}, the instanton centre of mass positions are {a, α}, and the two scale sizes
are ρ1 and ρ2, as defined in Eqs. (49,50). The six U(2) iso-orientations are contained in
the remaining elements {u2,11, u2,12, u2,21, u2,22} taken together with the conditions which
relate them.
We can now make a count of the parameters appearing in the U(N) two-instanton so-
lution. The instanton translational co-ordinates and relative separations, {a, α, x0, x1},
give eight real parameters. There are two scale sizes, {ρ1, ρ2}, given by Eqs. (49,50),
which are two real parameters. Also there are (4N −5)k = 8N −10 real iso-orientations.
Summing these gives 8N − 10+ 8+ 2 = 8N real parameters, as required by the parame-
ter counting in Eq. (26). This solution must also exhibit the correct decomposition into
two constituent one-instanton configurations in the dilute instanton gas limit, which is
a physically required property. This asymptotic limit can most simply be achieved by
taking the relative instanton positions to infinity; that is, the separation of the two cou-
pled one-instantons approximately comprising the two-instanton is taken to be infinite
in extent. In this way, the description of the two-instanton is approximated as a non-
interacting gas of two one-instantons (‘single instantons’). The result is that the matrix
a can be explicitly decomposed for N = 2 as:
a[6]×[4] →


u1,11 0 u2,11 0
u1,21 0 u2,21 0
a+ 1
2
x0 0 α +
1
2
x1 0
0 0 0 0
−α¯− 1
2
x¯1 0 a¯+
1
2
x¯0 0
0 0 0 0


+


0 u1,12 0 u2,12
0 u1,22 0 u2,22
0 0 0 0
0 a− 1
2
x0 0 α−
1
2
x1
0 0 0 0
0 −α¯ + 1
2
x¯1 0 a¯−
1
2
x¯0


, (51)
where we have restored u1,11 and u1,21 for clarity (other choices of U(2) transformation
can be used). The one-instantons are centered at (x0, x1) and at (−x0,−x1), respectively,
and have scale sizes ρ1 and ρ2. This decomposition in the dilute instanton gas limit can
be extended to U(N), in which case the sub-matrix a′ will decompose in the same manner
as in Eq. (51) and the sub-matrices u1 and u2 will decompose in a similar way. The U(2)
two-instanton may perhaps assist in uncovering a ‘dictionary’ relating it to the Sp(1)
ADHM formalism [6], thus connecting the collective co-ordinates which describe these
instantons.
We now outline the construction of the instanton gauge field Am and indicate how the
gauge field for U(N) with k = 2 can be obtained from our 8N -parameter solution given
by Eqs. (34,35,38–40). As in the formalism of [6], we adopt the following decomposition
for the ADHM objects ∆ and U :
U[N+2k]×[N ] =
(
V[N ]×[N ]
U ′[2k]×[N ]
)
, ∆[N+2k]×[2k] =
(
u[N ]×[2k]
∆′[2k]×[2k]
)
. (52)
One can construct Am by determining U in terms of ∆, which contains the resolved
instanton configuration specified by a and b. Substituting Eq. (52) into the completeness
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relation Eq. (10), one obtains
V[N ]×[N ]V¯[N ]×[N ] = 1[N ]×[N ] − u[N ]×[k]×[2]f[k]×[k]u¯[2]×[k]×[N ]. (53)
Any matrices V which solve Eq. (53) are related to each other by the gauge transformation
V → V gN , where gN ∈ U(N). Selecting a particular V is thus associated with fixing the
(local) gauge of the instanton. Following [6], we choose to work in ‘singular gauge,’ in
which V is given by one of the matrix square roots of Eq. (53):
V = (1− ufu¯)1/2. (54)
Again using Eq. (10) the matrix U ′ can then be expressed in terms of V as:
U ′ = −∆′fu¯V¯ −1. (55)
To initiate this procedure, one first determines the x-dependent Hermitian matrix f[k]×[k].
For k = 2, we use Eqs. (3,5) for constructing the matrix ∆ = a + bx. Then the factori-
sation condition Eq. (9) in terms of the elements belonging to the matrices r11, r12 (of
Eqs. (38,39)) and u1, u2 is:
∆¯∆ = f−11[2]×[2] =
(
f−11 0[2]×[2]
0[2]×[2] f
−1
2
)
, (56)
where
f−11 =
N∑
n=1
(
|u1,n1|2 + |A1|2 + |B1|2 + |c|2 + |β|2 u¯n1,1u1,n2 + A¯1b+ A2c¯ +B1γ¯ + B¯2β
u1,n1u¯n2,1 + A1b¯+ A¯2c+ B¯1γ +B2β¯ |u1,n2|2 + |A2|2 + |B2|2 + |b|2 + |γ|2
)
,
f−12 =
N∑
n=1
(
|u2,n1|2 + |A1|2 + |B2|2 + |b|2 + |γ|2 u¯n1,2u2,n2 + A1c¯+ A¯2b+ B¯1β + B2γ¯
u2,n1u¯n2,2 + A¯1c+ A2b¯+B1β¯ + B¯2γ |u2,n2|2 + |A2|2 + |B2|2 + |c|2 + |β|2
)
,
in which we have defined
A1 ≡ a+
1
2
x0 + z1, A2 ≡ a−
1
2
x0 + z1, B1 ≡ α+
1
2
x1 + z2, B2 ≡ α−
1
2
x1 + z2. (57)
We note that the product f−11[2]×[2] in Eq. (56) is a possible source of some ambiguity.
The correct form of this product becomes clear when compared with the result of cal-
culating ∆¯∆. One can choose to invert either f−11 or f
−1
2 since the matrices f
−1
1 and
f−12 arising from Eq. (56) are related by the ADHM constraints (the equality f
−1
1 = f
−1
2
implied by Eq. (56) reproduces two of the original U(N) k = 2 ADHM constraints).
Upon inverting either f−11 or f
−1
2 , it remains to determine V and U
′ using the selected
form of f . The matrix V in Eq. (54) is manifestly Hermitian due to the Hermiticity of f .
From Eq. (53) the matrix V 2 can be calculated, yielding an N × N matrix with entries
dependent on the elements of f and {u1, u2}. In order to determine V , one can take the
square root of the matrix V 2 by first diagonalising V 2 and then taking the square root of
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each element in the resulting diagonal matrix. We denote the generic diagonalised matrix
V as
V =


λ1 0 · · · 0
0 λ2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · λN

 , (58)
where the {λv} are the square roots of the N characteristic values of the matrix V 2. In
this method for performing the matrix square root in Eq. (54), the characteristic equation
for V 2 will in general be a polynomial of degree N . Thus this method is restricted to
N ≥ 5 unless an explicit similiarity transformation for diagonalising V 2 can be found.
Alternatively, for N ≥ 5 one could embed the above U(N) k = 2 solution with N = 4
and use appropriate coset element factors (which will be quotients of U(N) by the two-
instanton stability group) to specify the U(N) two-instanton solution with N ≥ 5 and
then proceed to determine V . This is perhaps the only feasible way in which to construct
U(N) two-instanton gauge field configurations with N ≥ 5.
Given V as in Eq. (58), the matrix U ′ can be determined using Eq. (55), which has the
following explicit form in terms of matrix muliplication for general k:
U ′[2k]×[N ] = −∆
′
[2k]×[k]×[2]f[k]×[k]u¯[2]×[k]×[N ]V¯
−1
[N ]×[N ]. (59)
For k = 2, given the form of V in Eq. (58), for generic N , the matrix U ′ has the following
form from Eq. (59):
U ′[4]×[N ] = −


U ′11 U
′
12 · · · U
′
1N
U ′21 U
′
22 · · · U
′
2N
U ′31 U
′
32 · · · U
′
3N
U ′41 U
′
42 · · · U
′
4N

 , (60)
where we have utilised the definitions in Eq. (57) and have written the elements of f as
fij . The elements of U
′ in Eq. (60) have the form:
U ′1v =
1
λv
[A1(u¯v1,1f11 + u¯v2,1f12) + b(u¯v1,1f21 + u¯v2,1f22) + u¯v1,2B1 + u¯v2,2β],
U ′2v =
1
λv
[c(u¯v1,1f11 + u¯v2,1f12) + A2(u¯v1,1f21 + u¯v2,1f22) + u¯v1,2γ + u¯v2,2B2],
U ′3v =
1
λv
[−B¯1(u¯v1,1f11 + u¯v2,1f12)− γ¯(u¯v1,1f21 + u¯v2,1f22) + u¯v1,2A¯1 + u¯v2,2c¯],
U ′4v =
1
λv
[−β¯(u¯v1,1f11 + u¯v2,1f12)− B¯2(u¯v1,1f21 + u¯v2,1f22) + u¯v1,2b¯+ u¯v2,2A¯2].
The ADHM matrix U for U(N) and k = 2 is then given by
U[N+4]×[N ] =
(
V[N ]×[N ]
U ′[4]×[N ]
)
, (61)
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and the corresponding instanton gauge field configuration Am follows from substituting
U into Eq. (8).
The U(N) two-instanton configuration presented here could conceivably be used in in-
stanton calculus in a number of applications. In particular, testing the proposed exact
solutions of N = 2 and N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theories via the supersymmetric
multi-instanton calculus comprehensively developed in [15, 16] is now closer to being
achieved at the two-instanton level. Thus the one-instanton test of the proposed exact
results for the prepotential in N = 2 supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theories in [6] could
be extended to the two-instanton level by constructing the SU(N) extension of the SU(2)
instanton measure given in [14]. Given the exact form of the two-instanton contribution
to the prepotential in N = 2 supersymmetric SU(N) Yang-Mills theory (with or without
matter hypermultiplets), the matching of predictions from instanton calculus to those of
the proposed exact results in these theories can be carried out via the scheme proposed
in [18] at the two-instanton level. This matching has already been performed at the
one-instanton level in [19], where agreement between the two sets of results was found to
be possible for general values of N . Another potential application of the solution exists
in the context of instanton calculus in N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theories [17].
The method by which the U(N) k = 2 ADHM constraints were solved has been applied
to the U(N) k = 3 ADHM constraints, but a solution for the k = 3 case could not be
found using it. The larger number of coupled constraints to be solved serve to make the
problem much more involved. It appears that progress in determining instanton configu-
rations with higher topological charge via the ADHM construction is severely limited due
to the complexity of the ADHM constraints. The exact, finite action solutions of pure
Yang-Mills gauge theory which instanton gauge field configurations represent are given
implicitly by the ADHM construction for all simple compact Lie groups and topological
charge, but one is apparently prevented from explicitly constructing these solutions be-
yond a topological charge of three due to the inherently complex nature of the ADHM
constraints. From the perspective of thoroughly understanding gauge theories, one hopes
that this barrier is not absolute.
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Appendix
Here we give the details of the U(2) transformation which can be used to set Ux = 0
and u1,11 = 0 within the ADHM data for the U(N) k = 2 ADHM instanton. Using the
isomorphism U(N) ≃ U(N − 1) × SU(N), we can take Ω ∈ U(2) to be the product of
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a U(1) transformation and an SU(2) transformation. Then the U(1) factor of Ω acts
trivially on the sub-matrix a′, as is evident from Eq. (37). However, the U(1) factor of Ω
acts non-trivally upon the sub-matrices uα. Writing Ω as Ω ≃ Υ× Ξ, the following U(1)
and SU(2) elements, Υ and Ξ, respectively, can be chosen in order to set Ux = 0 and
u1,11 = 0:
Υ = eiχ1[2]×[2] ∈ U(1),
Ξ =
(
ρeiθ
√
1− ρ2eiφ
−
√
1− ρ2e−iφ ρe−iθ
)
∈ SU(2),
with
eiχ = Im(u1,11),
eiθ =
√
Q + i
√
1−Q,
Q ≡
[
Im(Uz)
Im(Uy)
+ 1
]
·
[
ρ2|u1,11|
2
(Re(u1,12))
2(1− ρ2)
+
2 Im(Uy)
Im(Uz)
]−1
,
e−2iφ = −
Im(Uz)
Im(Uy)
e2iθ,
ρ2 = 1
2
±
√
1−
4 Im(Uy)Im(Uz)|Ux|[
4 Im(Uy)Im(Uz)|Ux| − (Re(Uy)Im(Uz)− Im(Uy)Re(Uz))
2
] .
We note that the SU(2) part of the U(2) symmetry would also enable one to set U¯y = Uz,
but this choice would have rendered the solution (Eqs. (31–35)) of the ADHM constraints
singular, since if U¯y = Uz then (|u|2 − 1)−1 → ∞. To obtain a physically meaningful
solution we are thus induced to choose Ux = 0. Other U(2) transformations can be
implemented to act upon the 8N + 4-parameter U(N) two-instanton solution given in
Eqs. (31–35).
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